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T. Horváth and G. Turán, Learning logic programs with structured background
knowledge
The efficient learnability of restricted classes of logic programs is studied in the PAC framework
of computational learning theory. We develop the product homomorphism method, which gives
polynomial PAC learning algorithms for a nonrecursive Horn clause with function-free ground
background knowledge, if the background knowledge satisfies some structural properties. The
method is based on a characterization of the concept that corresponds to the relative least general
generalization of a set of positive examples with respect to the background knowledge. The
characterization is formulated in terms of products and homomorphisms. In the applications this
characterization is turned into an explicit combinatorial description, which is then translated into the
language of nonrecursive Horn clauses. We show that a nonrecursive Horn clause is polynomially
PAC-learnable if there is a single binary background predicate and the ground atoms in the
background knowledge form a forest. If the ground atoms in the background knowledge form a
disjoint union of cycles then the situation is different, as the shortest consistent hypothesis may have
exponential size. In this case polynomial PAC-learnability holds if a different representation language
is used. We also consider the complexity of hypothesis finding for multiple clauses in some restricted
cases.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
S. Staab, From binary temporal relations to non-binary ones and back
In this paper a new approach towards temporal reasoning is presented that scales up from the temporal
relations commonly used in Allen’s qualitative interval calculus and in quantitative temporal
constraint satisfaction problems to include interval relations with distances, temporal rules and other
non-binary relations into the reasoning scheme. For this purpose, we generalize well-known methods
for constraint propagation, determination of consistency and computation of the minimal network
from simpler schemes that only allow for binary relations. Thereby, we find that levels of granularity
play a major role for applying these techniques in our more expressive framework. Indeed, the
technical preliminaries we provide are especially apt to investigate the switching between different
granularities of representation, hence illucitating and exploiting the tradeoff between expressiveness
and efficiency of temporal reasoning schemes on the one side and between expressiveness and
understandability on the other side.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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S. Thrun, D. Fox, W. Burgard and F. Dellaert, Robust Monte Carlo localization for
mobile robots
Mobile robot localization is the problem of determining a robot’s pose from sensor data. This
article presents a family of probabilistic localization algorithms known as Monte Carlo Localization
(MCL). MCL algorithms represent a robot’s belief by a set of weighted hypotheses (samples),
which approximate the posterior under a common Bayesian formulation of the localization problem.
Building on the basic MCL algorithm, this article develops a more robust algorithm called Mixture-
MCL, which integrates two complimentary ways of generating samples in the estimation. To apply
this algorithm to mobile robots equipped with range finders, a kernel density tree is learned that
permits fast sampling. Systematic empirical results illustrate the robustness and computational
efficiency of the approach.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
F. Lin, On strongest necessary and weakest sufficient conditions
Given a propositional theory T and a proposition q , a sufficient condition of q is one that will
make q true under T , and a necessary condition of q is one that has to be true for q to be true
under T . In this paper, we propose a notion of strongest necessary and weakest sufficient conditions.
Intuitively, the strongest necessary condition of a proposition is the most general consequence that
we can deduce from the proposition under the given theory, and the weakest sufficient condition
is the most general abduction that we can make from the proposition under the given theory. We
show that these two conditions are dual ones, and can be naturally extended to arbitrary formulas.
We investigate some computational properties of these two conditions and discuss some of their
potential applications.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
P. Besnard and A. Hunter, A logic-based theory of deductive arguments
We explore a framework for argumentation (based on classical logic) in which an argument is a
pair where the first item in the pair is a minimal consistent set of formulae that proves the second
item (which is a formula). We provide some basic definitions for arguments, and various kinds of
counter-arguments (defeaters). This leads us to the definition of canonical undercuts which we argue
are the only defeaters that we need to take into account. We then motivate and formalise the notion
of argument trees and argument structures which provide a way of exhaustively collating arguments
and counter-arguments. We use argument structures as the basis of our general proposal for argument
aggregation.
There are a number of frameworks for modelling argumentation in logic. They incorporate formal
representation of individual arguments and techniques for comparing conflicting arguments. In
these frameworks, if there are a number of arguments for and against a particular conclusion, an
aggregation function determines whether the conclusion is taken to hold. We propose a generalisation
of these frameworks. In particular, our new framework makes it possible to define aggregation
functions that are sensitive to the number of arguments for or against. We compare our framework
with a number of other types of argument systems, and finally discuss an application in reasoning
with structured news reports.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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M. Levene and T.I. Fenner, The effect of mobility on minimaxing of game trees with
random leaf values
Random minimaxing, introduced by Beal and Smith [Internat. Computer Chess Assoc. J. 17 (1994)
3–9], is the process of using a random static evaluation function for scoring the leaf nodes of a
full width game tree and then computing the best move using the standard minimax procedure.
The experiments carried out by Beal and Smith, using random minimaxing in Chess, showed that
the strength of play increases as the depth of the lookahead is increased. We investigate random
minimaxing from a combinatorial point of view in an attempt to gain a better understanding of the
utility of the minimax procedure and a theoretical justification for the results of Beal and Smith’s
experiments. The concept of domination is central to our theory. Intuitively, one move by white
dominates another move when choosing the former move would give less choice for black when it
is black’s turn to move, and subsequently more choice for white when it is white’s turn to move. We
view domination as a measure of mobility and show that when one move dominates another then its
probability of being chosen is higher.
We then investigate when the probability of a “good” move relative to the probability of a “bad”
move increases with the depth of search. We show that there exist situations when increased depth
of search is “beneficial” but that this is not always the case. Under the assumption that each move
is either “good” or “bad”, we are able to state sufficient conditions to ensure that increasing the
depth of search increases the strength of play of random minimaxing. If the semantics of the game
under consideration match these assumptions then it is fair to say that random minimaxing appears to
follow a reasonably “intelligent” strategy. In practice domination does not always occur, so it remains
an open problem to find a more general measure of mobility in the absence of domination.  2001
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
H. Leitgeb, Nonmonotonic reasoning by inhibition nets
In this paper we will show that certain networks called ‘inhibition nets’ may be regarded as cognitive
agents drawing nonmonotonic inferences. It will be proven that the system CL (introduced by KLM in
[Artificial Intelligence 44 (1990) 186–189]) of nonmonotonic logic is both sound and complete with
respect to the inferences drawn by finite hierarchical inhibition nets. The latter class of inhibition
nets is shown to correspond to the class of finite, normal, hierarchical logic programs concerning
dynamics, and also to the class of binary, layered, input-driven artificial neural networks.  2001
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Two reviews of G.F. Flake’s The Computational Beauty of Nature by M. Berzins and
by M. Moses and S. Forrest, and a response by G.W. Flake
M. Bode, O. Freyd, J. Fisher, F.-J. Niedernostheide and H.-J. Schulze, Hybrid
hardware for a highly parallel search in the context of learning classifiers
M. Yokoo, Y. Sakurai and S. Matsubara, Robust combinatorial auction protocol
against false-name bids
M. Cayrol, P. Régnier and V. Vidal, Least commitment in Graphplan
